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Hey guys! This week I'd like to share with you the top 5 books you should read in 2018, basically, this is my own little book review.

Dark Psychology 😯
Dark Psychology by Together for the better 3 months ago 3 hours, 32 minutes 737 views Dark, Psychology, : Super ADVANCED Techniques to PERSUADE ANYONE, Secretly MANIPULATE
People and INFLUENCE ...

Understanding Trauma: Learning Brain vs Survival Brain

Understanding Trauma: Learning Brain vs Survival Brain by Jacob Ham 3 years ago 4
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minutes, 58 seconds 480,815 views This video reframes a trauma perspective in terms of learning brain versus survival, brain as a way to make it easier for teachers to ...
"If You Don't Back Gun Control, It's Because You Don't Care" | Ep. 1221 by Ben Shapiro 3 hours ago 44 minutes
Former FBI Agent Explains How to Read
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Former FBI Agent Explains How to Read Body Language | Tradecraft | WIRED by WIRED

1 year ago 14 minutes, 44 seconds
36,790,485 views
Former FBI agent and body language expert Joe Navarro breaks down the various ways we communicate non-verbally.

**Human Instincts - BBC Documentary**

Human Instincts
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- BBC

Documentary by Ritesh Singh 9 years ago 24 minutes 429,918 views

This documentary illustrates the Human Instincts.

10 Psychological Experiments You Would Never
Believe Happened

10 Psychological Experiments You Would Never Believe Happened by MindChop 4 years ago 14 minutes, 12 seconds 3,426,904 views

From the
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Zimbardo experiment all the way to the Marshmallow experiment, we bring you the 10 Psychological Experiments You...

Survivalist Les Stroud Breaks Down Survival
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Survivalist Les Stroud breaks down survival scenes from Movies | GQ by GQ 1 year ago 26 minutes 8,205,306 views

Survivalist Les Stroud breaks down, survival, scenes from
movies, including '127 Hours,' 'The Office,' 'Into the Wild,' 'The Edge,' ...
Chocolate reduces stress. Fish stimulates the brain. Is there any truth to such popular beliefs? The findings of researchers around ...
5 Books That Changed My Life

by Nate O'Brien

So here it is. The five books that changed my life. The most
difficult part about creating this video was narrowing down my favorite ...
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Introduction to Psychology, Spring 2011 by MIT

OpenCourseWare
8 years ago 49 minutes 744,137 views Lecture 1: Introduction
Instructor: John Gabrieli View the complete course: http://ocw.mit.edu/9-00SCS11
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5 Scary Human Instincts by Top 5 Scary Videos 2 years ago 7 minutes, 23 seconds 559,580 views Have you ever held your
hand over a fire - only to grab it back without even thinking? Or you're walking beside a road with your ...
We get over 55% of information through nonverbal communication, like facial expressions.
gestures, and other body movements.

The Nurture Effect Audiobook /How the Science of Human Behavior Can Improve Our Lives and Our World
of, Human Behavior, Can Improve Our Lives and Our World Unabridged #The Nurture Effect …
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manipulate, coerce, and influence us to get what they want.